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ABSTRACT
Background: Obstetric sepsis continues to be one of the major causes of maternal mortality. Assessment of obstetric
sepsis and management plans need to take into consideration the altered immunological and physiological responses
of pregnancy. Obstetrically modified Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (omSOFA) and quick omSOFA
(omqSOFA) scores have been proposed which take into account these altered responses. Objectives: We did this
study with the objective of comparing the omSOFA and omqSOFA scores with the original SOFA and original quick
SOFA (q-SOFA) scores to find which of these better predicted the outcomes of mortality, intensive care unit (ICU)
stay and hospital stay in patients with obstetric sepsis. Materials and methods: All cases of obstetric sepsis admitted
to our hospital ICU during the period August 2018 to July 2019 were included in this study. The SOFA scores, and
the obstetrically modified SOFA scores were calculated, sepsis biomarkers send and all were assessed for their ability
to predict mortality using binary logistic regression. Results: There was a significant association (p< 0.001) between
mortality and the SOFA, om-SOFA and omq-SOFA scores. The q-SOFA score was not significantly associated with
mortality (p value= 0.315). The om-SOFA proved to be the best predictor of mortality. Adding biomarkers to the
calculations did not significantly improve the predictability of the om-SOFA score. Conclusion: Modifying the SOFA
scores has increased the predictability of mortality in obstetric sepsis and these should be used when assessing and
monitoring this special category of sepsis patients.
Keywords: Sepsis, Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA), mortality.
Sepsis continues to be one of the major causes of
maternal mortality1, 2. According to some estimatesthe
prevalence of puerperal sepsis alone is 4.4%. When all
infective pathologies are combined it may contribute up to
25-40% of maternal mortality 1. Using an expert consensus
processthe European Society of Intensive Care Medicine and
the Society of Critical Care Medicine defined sepsis as a life
threatening organ dysfunction secondary to a dysregulated
response to infection. According to SEPSIS it is this organ
dysfunction which differentiates infection and systemic
inflammatory response from sepsis, including obstetric
th

th

sepsis.3To clinically assess organ dysfunction (and thereby
sepsis) a Sequential Organ Failure Assessment score
(SOFA) (Appendix-1) was developed wherein a score of
more than 2 was a predictor of 10% mortality. Since the
assessment of the SOFA score included laboratory
parameters a quick SOFA score (qSOFA score) (Appendix1) score was developed which had the advantage of rapid
clinical assessment without having to wait for laboratory
results 3.It is to be noted that the SOFA scores do not give a
cut off for sepsis but a score of more than 2 predicts a higher
mortality rate (10%).
th
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(table
2).
omSOFA, omqSOFA) were assessed for their predictability
in terms of these outcome measures. The variables chosen
for the model was based on chi square method with 0.1%
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on the above model with p-value less than 0.001.

Table 1: General characteristics of our population
S No
Age
Number (Percentage)
1
< 20
8(10%)
2
20-29
24(30%)
3
30-39
32(40%)
4
>39
12(20%)

Respiratory system was involved in majority of the
women followed by the cardiovascular and renal system
(table 3). This was on the day of admission to the ICU when
we calculated the scores. In woman who did not survive
more organ systems were involved with the passage of time.
Table 2: Causes of sepsis
Parameters
Antepartum
Obstetric
Septic abortion n= 6
cause n=30
Chorioamnionitis n=9
Non obstetric Respiratory n=20
causes n= 48 UTI n = 2
Others n = 3
Total 78
N=40

Postpartum
Puerperal sepsis n=14
Wound infection n= 1
Respiratory n= 8
UTI n=10
Others n= 5
N=38

Using Fisher’s exact test we found a significant
association (p< 0.001) between mortality and the SOFA,
omSOFA and omqSOFA scores. The qSOFA score was not
significantly associated with mortality (p value 0.315)
(table 4).
Table 3: Organ systems involved (numbers and percentages)
Organ system involved *
Number (Percentage)
Respiratory system
28 (36%)
CVS
20 (26%)
Liver
19 (24%)
Renal
11 (14%)
Coagulation
11 (14%)
CNS
2 ( 3%)

Using binary regression model among the scores that
were significantly associated with mortality omSOFA
proved to be the best predictor of mortality (table 5). Among
all the scores studied omSOFA was the best predictor based
Table 4: Association of scores with mortality
Parameters
Mortality
N
Y
Count
Count
0
1
0
1
16
12
qSOFA day1
2
21
27
3
0
1
0
16
5
1
10
32
omq_SOFA_day1
2
12
2
3
0
1
1
9
0
2
3
15
SOFA_ day1
3
22
0
4
4
18
6
0
7
1
3
0
2
8
0
3
13
0
omSOFA day 1
4
10
21
6
4
13
7
0
6

P-value
0.315

<0.001

Table 5: Group Associations to identify the best predictor (sepsis
scores) of mortality
Parameters
Odds
95% CI for Odds
P-value
Ratio
Ratio
Lower
Upper
q_SOFA_day1
2.062
0.429
9.924
0.366
omq_SOFA_day1
0.899
0.276
2.931
0.860
SOFA_day1
0.706
0.326
1.527
0.376
omSOFA_day1
3.915
1.904
8.053
<0.001
The analysis method was binary logistic regression considering the
above scores are continuous.

Multivariable binary logistic regression was done to
check the association of mortality with increased levels of
serum lactate and pro-calcitonin. The adjusted odds ratio
suggest that with increased levels of serum lactate, mortality
is 4.794 ( CI 2.281, 10.079) times greater with a p-value of
<0.001 whereas with increased levels of pro-calcitonin
mortality is 1.137 (CI 1.038 , 1.1246) times greater with a
p-value of 0.006 (table 6). Thus both serum lactate and procalcitonin are significantly associated with mortality but
serum lactate performs better.
Table 6: Association of mortality with sepsis markers
(serum lactate and pro-calcitonin)
Parameters
Odds
95% CI
P-value
Ratio
Lower
Upper
Serum lactate
4.794
2.281
10.079
0.000
Pro-calcitonin
1.137
1.038
1.246
0.006

To see whether combining the best score (om SOFA)
with the biomarkers, increases the predictability as regards to
mortality we included the scores and the biomarkers of
sepsis namely the pro-calcitonin and serum lactate in the
logistic regression model. Best fit was identified using R
square value (the variability explained by the model): greater
the R square value greater would be the predictability. The
results showed that R square was maximum when all the
three were combined that is omSOFA, procalcitonin and
serum lactate. However when compared to the R square
value of the score, the R square value of the scores plus the
biomarkers did not show significant improvement leading to
the conclusion that the score in themselves were adequately
capable of predicting the mortality outcomes (table 7).
Table 7: Association of mortality with combinations of
serum markers and sepsis scores
Parameters
Odds
95% CI
P value
ratio
Lower Upper
Serum lactate 15.753 1.283
193.479
.031
Procalcitonin 1.301
1.018
1.664
.036
omSOFA_
10.131 1.113
92.239
.040

<0.001

When considering the ICU stay and hospital stay both
q SOFA and omqSOFA were significantly correlated with
each other. The SOFA and omSOFA did not show
correlation probably because higher these scores higher was
the mortality in the shortest time from admission and thus

<0.001
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there would be paradoxically lesser days of stay in the ICU
(table 8 & 9).
Table 8: Correlation of scores with number of days in the ICU
Parameters
N
Correlation
p-value
q_SOFA_1
38
-0.781
<0.001
omq_SOFA_1
38
-0.694
<0.001
SOFA_1
38
-0.183
0.2708
omSOFA_1
38
-0.027
0.8706
Spearman rank correlation was used to assess the correlation of
number of days in ICU with the covariates (scores and biomarkers
of sepsis)
Table 9: Correlation of scores with the number of days in the
hospital
Parameters
N
Correlation
p-value
q_SOFA_1
78
-0.199
0.0806
omq_SOFA_1
78
-0.271
0.0162
SOFA_1
78
-0.585
<0.001
omSOFA_1
78
-0.656
<0.001
Spearman rank correlation was used to assess the correlation of
number of days in hospital stay with the covariates (the scores
and biomarkers of sepsis )

Discussion
The third international consensus on sepsis has defined
sepsis as a life threatening organ dysfunction due to
dysregulated response to infection. It has also given the
SOFA score which does not give a cut off value to confirm
or decline sepsis; rather it gives a prognostic indicator of the
ominous outcomes. A SOFA score above 2 predicts a
mortality of 10%. This consensus was given based on large
data bases. However it excluded pregnancy, which is a
unique condition because of the associated physiological and
immunological changes and the presence of the fetus which
could be thought of as another organ.3 It is because of these
changes in pregnancy that the SOFA score would not be as
accurate when predicting mortality outcomes in maternal
sepsis.2
Modifications of the SOFA score2 have been made since
then to address this issue as well as issues of resource
constrained settings where all lab parameters required to
calculate the SOFA score would not be possible at once 4-6.
Earlier to the Sepsis consensus of 2016, scores which were
particularly suited to the obstetric patient and maternal sepsis
have also been developed 7.
The SOMANZ (Society of Obstetric Medicine Australia
and New Zealand) has provided a obstetrically modified
SOFA (omSOFA) score which has taken into account the
physiological changes in pregnancy 3. Besides the omSOFA
this guideline also gives an obstetrically modified quick
SOFA(omqSOFA) score for quick assessment and triaging .
The purpose of our study was to find whether “obstetrically”
modifying these score improves their prognostic ability for
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adverse outcomes when compared to the original scores in
women with obstetric or maternal sepsis.
Results of our study showed that SOFA, omSOFA and
omqSOFA were significantly associated with mortality and
all three thus could be used as good prognostic markers for
adverse outcomes in maternal sepsis as well as to guide
management. Among the three the omSOFA score performs
better than the other two. The qSOFA however does not
show a significant association with maternal mortality.
According to this study it would appear that modifying the
score has improved its performance in cases of obstetric
sepsis. More importantly the omqSOFA performs
significantly better than the qSOFA and would be very
useful both for evaluating, triaging, guiding management as
well as counseling as soon as a case of maternal sepsis
arrives to the hospital without having to wait for
investigation results. On review of literature there were
several studies using modified scores for triaging and
prognostication4-8. Most of these studies had modified the
SOFA scores by substituting clinical assessment scores in
lieu of the laboratory values5-8. The aim was to reduce the
costs and save the time that would be needed to get the
results before an assessment could be made. Most of these
studies found that modifying the scores did not significantly
alter their predictability when compared to the original
scores. However most of these studies exclude pregnant
women and the studies were done in a single centre with a
relatively small number of participants5-7.
We found only one study which specifically addressed
obstetric\maternal sepsis and used modified SOFA scores to
predict outcomes8. The study came to the conclusion that the
modified scores performed significantly well when
predicting outcomes .This study however included pregnant
women with preeclampsia, eclampsia and other conditions
associated with pregnancy which lead to multi-organ failure
and was therefore not limited to “sepsis” and was not
specific to dysregulated organ response to infection alone.
We also included some biomarkers in our study to see
whether they by themselves or in combination with sepsis
scores enhanced the prognostic and monitoring efficacy in
maternal sepsis. Sepsis biomarkers have been used since
long for diagnosing, monitoring and planning management
for patients in sepsis and have also been the subject of
numerous research studies9-12. The commonly used
biomarkers are white blood cell count (WBC), C-reactive
protein (CRP), pro-calcitonin (PCT) and serum lactate.
White blood cell count and C-Reactive protein are found to
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be elevated in conditions other than sepsis. Pro-calcitonin on
the other hand is more specific for bacterial infections 9.
Lactate is another marker commonly used in sepsis. Studies
trying to ascertain which among the two (procalcitonin and
serum lactate) is a better marker of sepsis have given
conflicting results. 9-12
Due to the physiological and immunological changes in
pregnancy the use of these biomarkers in obstetric sepsis
cannot be extrapolated from the general population. WBC
and CRP are physiologically elevated in pregnancy and
normal levels of pro-calcitonin in pregnancy are not well
defined.9 Lactate although more consistent in pregnancy than
all the other three may be increased as a result of the
increased metabolic load of pregnancy 9-11. Despite this and
among all the four arise in lactate levels is a good indicator
of tissue hypo-perfusion and hypoxia which is the end
common pathway of sepsis. CRP and WBC are more of
inflammatory markers.10-12
When taking into consideration the biomarkers of sepsis
our study concluded that increased levels of both serum
lactate and procalcitonin were significantly associated with
mortality. This has been the finding in other studies as
well. 9-12 Combining the best predictability score that is the
omSOFA with these biomarkers did improve the
predictability but not to a significant extent. This leads us to
believe that even without investigating for these biomarkers
omqSOFA score is a good triaging tool for cases of maternal
sepsis. Further on obtaining the investigation results the
omSOFA performs as a better prognostic and monitoring
tool as compared to the original SOFA score.
Strengths and limitation: Unlike other studies which have
considered adverse outcomes in all obstetric critical care
cases this study has specifically outlined its findings for
cases of maternal sepsis using the obstetrically modified and
validated sepsis scores. This study has the limitations of
being a single centric study with a small number of patients.
Predictability may have been affected by this.
Conclusion
From the results of this study it can be concluded that
modifying the SOFA scores has increased the relevance and
the predictability of mortality in this special category of
patients with sepsis. Thus when managing women with
obstetric sepsis the obstetrically modified sepsis scores
should be used. Among the serum biomarkers serum lactate
correlates significantly with mortality in maternal sepsis but
when combined with the obstetrically modified SOFA does
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not increase predictability for adverse outcomes to a
significant degree.
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